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‘If I can make it there,
I’ll make it anywhere’

Frank Sinatra

New York is open to do business with Puerto Rico companies
This story tells you how to break into that market
By Alexander López pages 16-22
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Hispanic businesses in Puerto Rico that qualify
to handle big projects have an advantage in
New York as minority owned businesses

Royal Isabela Hole No. 12 overlooking Puerto
Rico’s north coast. (Inset) Hole No. 17 features
11 tee positions and a tree kept near the green.

BY ALEXANDER LÓPEZ

alopez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

here are billions of dollars in
government contracts in New
York City and New York State
available to minorities that could be
readily awarded to Puerto Rico companies with the right contacts and
the right effort. Government projects successfully executed by Puerto
Rico companies doing business in
New York City and New York State
would eventually be leveraged into
doing work for the private sector
throughout the state.
The New York State government
and private firms are actually obligated by federal and state law to
award projects to minority firms
from New York, or from Puerto
Rico if the firms can perform and
deliver. The big problem is that
there are very few minority firms

in New York that have the experience and credentials to handle big
projects.
With a population of 19 million,
New York State has more than five
times the population of Puerto Rico
and is only a three-and-a-half-hour
plane ride away. There are abundant
shipping routes by air and sea for the
export of products to New York, and
in this digital age many services can
be exported via Internet and teleconference. It is also easier for Puerto
Rico companies to deal in dollars
than with volatile and unpredictable
foreign currencies.
There are a variety of government
agencies available to help, such as
the Minority Business Development Agency, the U.S. Small Business Administration and the Puerto
Rico Economic Development &
Commerce Department (DDEC by
its Spanish acronym), among others.

In New York City, the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA),
which gives out billions of dollars
in contracts, has launched an aggressive initiative to attract minority contractors, and the DDEC has
presented some extremely aggressive tax incentives for companies
in Puerto Rico that derive income
from goods, contracts and services
delivered abroad.
In the private sector, there are companies such as Puerto Rico U.S. Imports and others that are ready and
willing to receive local products to
distribute in the States.
“Our Puerto Rico firms have the
experience, the capital and the
bonding capacity,” said Manuel A.
Casiano, chairman of the board &
chief executive of Casiano Communications. “What Puerto Rico
companies need are the contacts in
New York to open doors for them

and give them an opportunity to bid
for the contracts.
“Every year, New York City and
New York State agencies give out
billions of dollars in contracts.
However, only the small $30,000
or $40,000 contracts are given out
to Hispanic firms, because the Hispanic firms in New York don’t have
the experience to handle contracts in
the hundreds of millions or billions
of dollars.”
In an effort to make these connections, CARIBBEAN BUSINESS,
the New York City Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Inc. (NYCHCC)
and the DDEC recently held the
Exploring Avenues of Economic
Development in the Caribbean and
New York conference at the Intercontinental Hotel in Isla Verde. The
event involved the participation of
Continued on next page

Stanley Pasarell wanted
a course that would force
golfers to think; they’ll be
doing quantum physics by
the end of the round.

the hole that can give you the most problems,”
Suárez says.
The hole is perhaps even more difficult for low
handicappers for all of the hazards that come into
play for the longer hitter, such as out of bounds
to the right on the tee shot and a water hazard to
the left.
“There are two seagrape trees in the middle of
the fairway that serve as a perfect target for golfers on the tee,” Suárez advises. “Try to make a
field goal through the two trees using your driver.
You want to be able to drive the ball farther, but
keep in mind that there is a water hazard to the
left, so aim slightly right.”
Suárez hit his tee shot long and slightly right,
facing 150 yards to clear the almond tree in the
middle of the fairway.
“We want to aim for the almond tree in the fairway; clearing it would leave us with a pitching
wedge or less to a green that slopes from back to
front. Again, be precise because there is plenty
of trouble left with underbrush and right with
a network of inverted bunkers that you want to
avoid.”
Suárez pulled a 6-iron from the bag and lobbed
his shot well past the fallen almond tree, leaving
him with about 60 yards to the green and his last
bit of advice.
“When you get to the green, you’ll find that the
trade winds are blowing from the northeast, in
the direction of the break of the green,” he said.
“So you have a green sloping with the wind and
the ball doesn’t stop.”
Suárez suggests managing your golf as you
would on Scottish links, hitting the ball short and
letting the ball work up to the green, or as the pro
often deals with this hole, hitting his second shot
past the hole so that he can work back up to the
green and into the wind.
Easy for him; the false front to the right and
the deep, sod-faced bunker to the left seemingly
failed to exert pressure on the Royal Isabela pro.
With witnesses in tow—including a
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS photographer—Suárez
had a 50-yard chip to the green left after his second shot. He gently chipped a perfectly stroked
bump-and-run, which seemed to roll forever and

went straight into the hole—Eagle!
Do not expect the same result.

Green fact
Stanley Pasarell calls nature the true designer of
this stretch of land that he started visiting in 1993
as the vision for a course took shape in his mind.
Pasarell saw designs put to paper by such legends as Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Gary
Player. “The designs called for the moving of a
lot of earth and trees to be moved and replanted,” Pasarell says as he recalls those salad days
of Royal Isabela. “We used those designs as early
road maps, but ultimately decided to work with
what nature gave us—trees remain in the middle
of the fairway or near greens, and the result is
spectacular.
“We put a lot into the greens [the strain is Miniverde]. We put a top-notch drainage system into
place for [superintendent] Dean L. Vande Hei to
be able to do his work and to be able to maintain consistency from one green to the next. That
makes great greens.”
Royal Isabela is a truly green golf course. Carts
are outfitted with solar panels, the kitchen practices farm-to-table cuisine and the course has a
conservation-conscious layout—some trees are
left in the middle of the fairway and those removed are planted elsewhere on the sprawling
coastal resort. All grass on the golf course is either
part of the original land or grown in the nursery
onsite. Flora was kept intact to preserve the natural habitat for the indigenous Scarlet Tanager.

Royal memberships
At this writing, Royal Isabela is by invitation
only. International memberships are available for
nonresidents of Puerto Rico through an initiation
fee of $50,000 and annual dues of $7,000. International members don’t pay cart fees, greens fees
or range fees and receive honorary rates at the
hotel. International members are also entitled to
three guests per outing.
Royal Isabela’s recently created corporate
membership has a $100,000 initiation fee and a
$15,000 annual fee, which covers three corporate members. 䡲
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Regal Golf at
Royal Isabela
BY PHILIPE SCHOENE ROURA

“Y

ou’re going to want to wait for me before you putt,” says
caddie Gerald Valentine as he eyes my ball just off the
fringe on Hole No. 4, a 166-yard par 3 called Lágrima, on
the extremely difficult and breathtaking Royal Isabela golf resort.
Valentine, one of the cadre of caddies who help golfers traverse this
treacherous layout, wasn’t kidding.
Although my ball is hole high just off the edge of the bunker, I am
looking at a downhill putt that Valentine assures me will roll well past
the hole and off a false front, down nearly 30 yards beyond the green.
So I tap the ball closer to the bunker and it rolls off a steep contour and
into the sand. A sand blast later, I am—you guessed it—off the green
and down in the collection area 30 yards away: triple bogie time.
Golf on Royal Isabela is an exercise in patience and course management that forces golfers to pay attention.
“I wanted a links course much as you see in Scotland,” says developer Stanley Pasarell who, together with brother Charlie and golf architect
David Pfaff, set out to build one of the most challenging golf courses in
the Caribbean. The design team has accomplished its objective.
Royal Isabela plays 7,538 yards from the tips (the owners call these
the “natural” tees, although there is nothing natural about them). High
and middle handicappers play from the white and blue tees. In truth,
there are tees for everyone at Royal Isabela—red, white, gold, blue,
black and natural. One hole (No. 17) has 11 sets of tees, which are in
play in different configurations on different days.
Hole No. 6, aptly titled Yogi Berra, can be played either as a par 4,
forking right with 493 yards, or as a par 5, turning left to a 622-yard layout. The option materialized as the Pasarell brothers came into disagreement regarding the length of No. 6, so they ultimately left it to golfers to
decide if they are up to the challenge of a par 72 or a par 73.

64

Truth be told, the many options on these Isabela-come-Scotland links
exist in direct response to the degree of difficulty of the course.
“Not everyone can carry 250 yards to the fairway from the tips, so
we have many tees,” explains Royal Isabela Director of Golf Miguel
Suárez.
This rolling and open layout is buffeted by a ton of wind, which forces
golfers into low bearing shots that bring pot bunkers directly into play.
The Pasarells put a considerable investment into sod-faced bunkers,
which are built with sods of grass stacked vertically to create a massive wall. “These are so much as bricks of grass, a wall of sod, stacked
20 tall,” Pasarell says. “You are talking easily 10 times the amount of
grass.”
The sod-faced bunkers pose a formidable challenge because of the
true links play on this course—howling wind forces golfers to hit low
bearing shots that often find their way into these pits of darkness, which
force players to blast out of the bunkers away from the hole—a virtual
two-shot penalty.
Ultimately, nature wreaks havoc on scores.
Days prior to our round at Royal Isabela we went out with Pasarell
and Suárez, the head professional who had just returned from a tournament in Colombia. His tour-tested talent—who could forget his magical opening-round 68 during the first installment of the Puerto Rico
Open in 2008—is a fitting credential to help golfers cope with the
treachery underpinning Royal Isabela.
On this occasion, he offers tips to play Hole No. 10 (handicap No.
1), a 578-yard par 5 named Huracán that plays as a dogleg left through
dunes to two landing areas that include a tree felled during Hurricane
Hugo in 1989.
This hole is the plot point to the thriller that sends you reeling on the
spectacular back nine of this regal course.
“The hole doesn’t look like it would give golfers a tough time, but it’s

numerous key players, including
Nick Lugo, president of the NYCHCC; José Pérez-Riera, Puerto Rico
Economic Development & Commerce secretary; Michael J. Garner,
chief diversity officer of the New
York MTA; Fernando Ferrer, former
Bronx borough president and candidate for mayor of New York City;
Juan F. Woodroffe, former president
of the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Co. (Pridco) and currently
a business consultant; and Bobby
García, former New York State
senator and U.S. congressman.
New York City is the most populous city in the U.S., with a population of 8,175,133, according to the
2010 U.S. Census. The Hispanic
population in New York City is
29% or 2,370,789, almost one out
of every three residents. The New
York-Northeastern N.J. Statistical
Metropolitan Area (SMA) includes
17 counties, nine in New York (the
five boroughs of New York City,
and Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester
and Rockland counties) and eight in
New Jersey (Bergen, Hudson, Passaic, Essex, Union, Morris, Somerset and Middlesex). This area has a
population of more than 22 million,
of which 21.7%, or 4,790,542, are
Hispanic.
Thus the SMA represents a huge
potential market for the export of
goods and services to this population as a start. From there, expansion to the rest of New York State is
a natural step. Identifying the right
contacts and teaming up with Hispanic companies with good contacts
can open the doors for Puerto Rico’s
experienced companies.
The Hispanic population in the
U.S. mainland overall has experienced and will continue to experience meteoric growth in the years to
come. In the next 20 years, citizens
of Hispanic descent will represent
one out of every four stateside residents. In 1990, there were only four
states with Hispanic populations of
more than one million—these were
New York, Florida, California and
Texas—and now there are twice as
many such states. The Hispanics in
those states haven’t yet developed
the experience and portfolios that
Hispanic companies in Puerto Rico
have, but the New York minority
companies have the political clout

top Vienna sausage and chicken
sausage brands in Puerto Rico, is
gaining tremendous acceptance in
the mainland U.S.
“Our company is committed to
bringing the best-quality products
from the island of Puerto Rico to the
mainland, with the best retail prices,”
Águila said. “We have distribution in
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut,
Chicago, Boston, Rochester, N.Y.,
Cleveland, and Florida and North
Carolina, and are always looking
to expand our distribution and our
product line.”

MYRIAD OPPORTUNITIES
IN MASS TRANSIT

Small construction companies can now participate in this dynamic market
by learning about the many requirements and needed skill sets for
MTA construction and infrastructure projects.

and connections to open doors for
joint ventures or affiliations.
The Hispanic population in the
mainland U.S. will reach 86 million
by 2030 and Hispanic purchasing
power, which is currently at $1.4 trillion, will reach $2 trillion in the next
10 years. (Incidentally, those U.S.
Census figures don’t include Puerto
Rico’s 3.7 million residents.)
According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the population of Puerto Rico
dropped to 3.7 million from 3.8 million in 2000. By contrast, in the 50
U.S. states and the District of Columbia, the population of Hispanics
of Puerto Rican origin grew from
3.4 million in 2000 to almost 4.7
million in 2010. Hispanic families
are becoming wealthier as well. In
the 2000 census, 31% of Hispanic
households had income of more than
$50,000. In the 2010 census, that
percentage had risen to 40%.
Hispanics are also rapidly becoming
a sought-after voting bloc that is gaining political power across the country.

Every year for the next 20 years,
500,000 Hispanics will turn 18.

TRAILBLAZING EXPORTERS
A pioneer in the field of exporting
Puerto Rican products to the tri-state
(New York, New Jersey and Connecticut) market is Ray Águila of
Puerto Rico U.S. Imports, a privately
held corporation with more than 60
years of experience serving the U.S.
in the wholesale and retail business.
For 15 years, P.R. U.S. Imports has
been working with some of the leading companies in Puerto Rico, helping them export their products, and
just added the Coloso brand, which
controls over 45% of the preserved
line of seafood on the island, and
Borincana Dulzura in Moca, one of
the island’s fastest-growing tropical
candy companies, to its list of suppliers for export to the States. The
cookie line from Borinquen includes
Sultana, Rich, Little Flower, Sunland
and Borinquen Real.
Meanwhile, Carmela, one of the

The MTA is among the largest
public transportation providers in the
world. Over the past two decades,
the MTA has committed more than
$64 billion to restore and improve its
network of subways and rail lines.
The MTA Small Business Development Program (SBDP) offers a
comprehensive menu of services
designed to help small contractors,
including minorities, women and
disadvantaged business enterprises,
enter and compete for MTA construction contracts. Under MTA’s
policy, a “small business” has annual revenue not exceeding $3 million
averaged over three years. A business admitted into the program will
have the opportunity to learn how to
work with the MTA and compete for
public works projects designated for
SBDP contractors.
“The MTA’s ultimate goal is to increase the pool of qualified contractors, including minority companies
that aren’t small businesses, that can
complete much bigger projects for
the MTA professionally, in a timely
fashion and within budget,” Garner
said.
The MTA has expanded its SBDP
for the second year in a row.
“Our programs are comprehensive
and aimed at providing small business construction contractors with
myriad opportunities to learn, earn
and grow their firms within the transportation industry,” Garner said. “We
have developed a strategic training
program that is targeted at providing
participants with the key knowledge
they will need to bid for and complete MTA construction contracts.”
The program is based on helping
minority firms overcome the barriers
Continued on page 18
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The Exploring Avenues of Economic Development in the Caribbean and New York Conference panel: Bobby García, former New York senator & congressman;
Nick Lugo, N.Y.C. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce president; Manuel A. Casiano, chairman & chief executive of Casiano Communications Inc.; Michael J. Garner,
MTA chief diversity officer; José Pérez-Riera, secretary of the Puerto Rico Economic Development & Commerce Department; Juan F. Woodroffe, government affairs
consultant; and Fernando Ferrer, former three-term Bronx borough president

Continued from page 17

to entry that have historically prevented emerging small business enterprises, and larger minority companies, from gaining access to the construction industry in New York State.
To contract with the MTA, a small
business must complete a 10-course
program. The courses are one day
long and begin March 1, 2012 and
continue through May 3, 2012.
Upon completion of the courses,
each successful firm will receive a
Certificate of Completion from the
MTA and will be eligible to bid on
MTA projects. The program is free of
charge and the MTA has established
an internal bond program, making
surety bonding for small businesses
accessible. Up to now, most of the
contracts awarded to minority firms
have been in the $40,000-to-$50,000
range. However, the desire of the
MTA is for big minority companies
to also bid for contracts.
One of the keys to facilitating the
procurement of government contracts is obtaining a minority business certification. Minority businesses are defined as those with

51% ownership by a minority; the
size of the company isn’t one of the
qualifications.
In Puerto Rico, the Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA)
is operated by the Association of
Puerto Rican Products (known locally as “Hecho en Puerto Rico”).
MBDA’s reach includes the island
municipalities of Vieques and Culebra, under a cooperative agreement
with the U.S. Department of Commerce and the National Minority
Supplier Development Council.
The main objective of the program
is to provide technical assistance
to businesses so they can achieve
greater participation in the local and
global market using growth strategies such as mergers, acquisitions
and/or joint ventures. As a direct
result of their services, businesses
have been able to create and retain
jobs, access capital and identify new
business opportunities.
“We are the strategic alliance for
the growth of your business,” said
Harold Acevedo Márquez, a business
consultant at the local MBDA.
Identifying all of the requests
for bids and requests for proposals

published in newspapers and online
is a daunting and time-consuming
task. Once the MBDA begins working with a company to identify its
development goals, the agency can
inform that company of business opportunities published in the multiple
forums.
The MBDA provides access to the
following forums and registries:
• Identification and notification of
business opportunities with the
federal, state and municipal government and private sector procurement through independent forums
• Central Contractors Register (CCRPro Net)
• Online Representation and Certification Application (ORCA)
• Phoenix
Database
(MBDA
Database)
• Bidders Registry of the General
Services Administration (GSA)
• Opportunities to participate in local
and national business-to-business
(b-to-b) summits with government contractors and private sector participants
• Opportunities to participate in promotional export events with the
U.S. Department of Commerce and

the Commerce and Export Commission of Puerto Rico.
With respect to the pharmaceutical industry, the MBDA serves as
the link between suppliers and the
industry by facilitating the certifications required to become qualified
vendors.
The agency also offers specialized technical assistance to improve
a company’s profile. It facilitates the
acquisition of certifications that can
make the difference when bidding
for government and multinational
contracts.
The MBDA helps in the processing
of the following certifications:
• Small Business Concern
• Small Disadvantaged Business
• HUBZone
• SBA-8ª
• Woman-Owned Business
• Veteran-Owned Business
• Disabled Service Veteran-Owned
Small Business
• GSA Schedule
• Minority-Owned Business.
“At the MBDA, we understand that
the basic principal behind the growth
of any business is the identification
of opportunities,” Acevedo said. 䡲
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PUERTO RICO’S LARGEST PHARMACIES
(Listed According to 2010 Gross Revenue)

Current/
Previous
Ranking

Company Name
Telephone/Fax
Internet/Email Address

Physical Address

2010
Gross
Revenue $

Number
of Stores

No. of
Full-Time
Employees

Year
Established
in P.R.

Client Services

Top Executive
Title

1/1

Walgreens
(787) 705-6555 / (787) 705-0204
www.walgreens.com

Ext. Villa Caparra
580 Hwy. 2
Guaynabo 00966

879,828,500*

109

4,731

1960

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, on-call pharmacist, orders by
phone/fax, computerized records

Nivia Santiago
Market Vice President

2/2

Farmacias Plaza
(José Pérez Fonseca Inc.)
(787) 620-9600 / (787) 740-3666
www.farmaciasplaza.com

76 Dr. Veve St.
Bayamón 00961

42,463,240

14

285

1962

Grocery products, orders by phone/fax,
computerized records

José Pérez
CEO/President

3/4

Farmacias Caridad
(787) 787-7733 / (787) 269-0022
yassinyassin@yahoo.com

Bo. Hato Tejas
Rd. 862, Km. 1.9
Bayamón 00956

18,700,000

6

128

1985

Grocery products, durables, orders by
phone/fax, computerized records

Nabil Yassin
Vice President

4/3

Farmacias Medina Inc.
(787) 769-0324 / (787) 769-2270
farmaciasmedina2006@onelinkpr.net

Villa Carolina Urb.
19 24 St.
Carolina 00985

18,631,388

5

59

1978

ATM, grocery products, durables, orders
by phone/fax, computerized records

Samuel Medina
President

5/5

One Stop Prescription P.R. Inc.
(787) 751-9606 / (787) 751-0286
www.onestoprx.net

730 Julio Andino St.
Río Piedras 00924

10,275,065

8

35

2003

Orders by phone/fax, computerized
records

Pedro J. Vanga
President

6/7

Farmacia Belmonte Inc.
(787) 849-4173 / (787) 264-7171
carissa@farmaciabelmonte.com

4 Comercio St.
Hormigueros 00660

9,658,087

4

86

1995

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax,
computerized records

David Martínez
President

7/6

Super Farmacia Vanga Inc.
(787) 751-0565 / (787) 763-1263
www.farmaciavanga.com

730 Julio Andino Ave.
Río Piedras 00924

9,191,593

1

24

1974

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax, on-call
pharmacist, computerized records

Pedro J. Vanga
President

8/8

Farmacia Ruiz Belvis Inc.
(787) 746-4919 / (787) 258-7060
recetas@coqui.net

17 Rafael Cordero Ave.
Caguas 00725

9,000,000

4

72

1982

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax, on-call
pharmacist, computerized records

Carlos Ocasio
President

9/9

Farmacia Caribe
(787) 887-5147 / (787) 887-0134
rxcaribe@yahoo.com

Alturas de Río Grande
Shopping Center
Río Grande 00745

6,500,000

2

42

1976

ATM, grocery products, durables, orders
by phone/fax, computerized records

Isaías Serrano
President

10/10

Central Drug
(787) 786-9855 / (787) 782-7995
www.centraldrugpr.com

1304 Jesús T. Piñero
San Juan 00921

5,900,000

3

51

1997

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax, on-call
pharmacist, computerized records

Jossué A. Galguera
President

11/12

Farmacia La Candelaria
(787) 808-1585 / (787) 808-1587
farmacialacandelaria@yahoo.com

4 Concordia St.
Lajas 00667

5,500,000

2

40

2004

ATM, grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax, cafeteria,
on-call pharmacist, computerized records

Valentín Alonso
President

12/-

Farmacia San José
(787) 870-1434 / (787) 870-0169
farsanjo@caribe.net

25 Luis Muñoz Rivera St.
Toa Alta 00953

4,956,268

3

24

1986

ATM, grocery products, durables, orders
by phone/fax, on-call pharmacist,
computerized records

María S. Marrero
President

13/16

Farmacia Marilú Torrimar
(787) 782-8747 / (787) 783-6020
mfarmacia@yahoo.com

Torrimar Shopping Center,
Suite 1
19-22 Ramírez de Arellano Ave.
Guaynabo 00966

4,360,000

1

12

1970

Grocery products, special orders,
durables, orders by phone/fax,
on-call pharmacist, computerized records

Segundo A. Ortiz
Owner

Farmacia La Casa del
Pensionado
(787) 250-6203 / (787) 765-1581

El Vedado Urb.
115 Rodrigo de Triana St.
Hato Rey 00918

4,303,724

ATM, grocery products, durables, orders
by phone/fax, computerized records

Juan E. Ortiz
President

14/12

2

17
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Number of employees includes part-time employees where applicable (every two part-time employees = one full-time employee).
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Puerto Rico companies have the expertise
to compete in New York market

®

As Ranked by
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BY ALEXANDER LÓPEZ

alopez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com

T

he Exploring Avenues of Economic Development in the Caribbean and New York conference
recently held at the Intercontinental
Hotel in Isla Verde provided key insight into commercial opportunities
in New York for companies from
Puerto Rico. The presenters at the
event have a wealth of experience in
business development, both on the
island and on the U.S. mainland.

PRESENTATION BY
SECRETARY JOSÉ PÉREZ-RIERA

INTRODUCTION BY
MANUEL A. CASIANO

Manuel A. Casiano, chairman &
chief executive of Casiano Communications, recounted his experiences
as a successful businessman both
on the U.S. mainland and in Puerto
Rico. He outlined the economic development of the island from a poor
agricultural society to an industrialized manufacturing society, and
the subsequent evolution of support
industries.
This latter period of Puerto Rico’s
history included the mentoring of
locals by U.S. professionals in the
fields of accounting, advertising,
architecture, banking, construction
and engineering. Puerto Rico firms
are now in a position of maturity and
economic stability whereby they are
capable of competing for contracts in
the aforementioned areas beyond the
island’s shores.

that have no link to Puerto Rico as
defined by the law. The legislation
provides for a fixed tax of 4% on
income generated from eligible exported services. This rate could be
reduced to 3% if 90% of all gross
income is generated by the provision of services and these services
can be considered strategic. There
is a 0% tax rate on the payment of
dividends and a 90% exemption on
the payment of property taxes on call
centers, corporate headquarters and
warehouse & distribution centers.
“We have to look beyond the island’s shores and see the world as our
marketplace,” added Pérez-Riera.
An example of exported services is
the collaboration between U.S. mainland law firms and local law firms.
Because many lawyers in Puerto
Rico are members of the federal
bar association and/or are licensed
to practice in one or more states, a
law firm on the U.S. mainland could
contract a lawyer on the island to
perform legal work for its mainland
clients and would be eligible to benefit from lower taxes.
Another example involves foreign
architectural firms contracting local
firms to design and engineer buildings that are to be constructed outside
of Puerto Rico.

Following Casiano came a presentation by the Puerto Rico Economic
Development & Commerce (DDEC
by its Spanish acronym) Secretary
José Pérez-Riera, who highlighted
another recent initiative by the administration of Gov. Luis Fortuño
now in the final stages of development. This is the Economic Incentives for the Development of Puerto
Rico (EIDPR) Act, which provides
attractive tax and other incentives to
foster investment in key sectors of
Puerto Rico’s economy. The EIDPR
Act is a result of the efforts of the
Strategic Model for a New Economy
(MENE by its Spanish acronym) developed by the DDEC.
“I don’t know of any jurisdiction that has this type of incentive,”
Pérez-Riera said, adding that Puerto
Rico is a natural fit because of its
geographical location and its cultural
affinities with both the U.S. and Latin America.
Export services such as financial
services, insurance and consulting
are eligible for some of the incentives provided under the law. These
include investment banking, portfolio management, trust administration
and hedge fund management.
Research & development, marketPRESENTATION BY
ing & public relations, graphic arts,
MTA CHIEF DIVERSITY
legal & accounting services, and arOFFICER MICHAEL J. GARNER
chitecture & engineering consulting
Metropolitan Transportation Auservices are included as well.
thority (MTA) Chief Diversity Officer
Exported services include those pro- Michael J. Garner continued with a
vided to individuals or organizations presentation about opportunities in

the New York metro area for minority-owned small and large businesses.
These include laws that require the
MTA to contract at least 10% of its
procurement with minority and women-owned businesses.
Garner highlighted a relatively new
small business development program
available for free to small businesses seeking mentoring and guidance
through the process of bidding on
MTA contracts.

PRESENTATION BY
FERNANDO FERRER,
FORMER THREE-TERM BRONX
BOROUGH PRESIDENT

Former Bronx borough president
and candidate for mayor of New
York City Fernando Ferrer provided an in-depth discussion of the
dramatic demographic changes taking place in New York and the rest
of the U.S. mainland.
“Within 20 years, there will be 86
million people of Hispanic descent
living in the U.S.—that’s one in four
Americans,” Ferrer said. “By the year
2020, Hispanics will have more than
$2 trillion in purchasing power.”
Ferrer is a partner at Mercury, a
high-stakes public strategy firm that
uses its expertise and reach to gain
competitive advantage for clients,
and has more than 25 years of innovative and accomplished leadership
in New York City government. He is
nationally recognized as an architect
for revitalizing American cities.
Continued on next page
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Industrial Development Co. (Pridco). During his four-year tenure at
Pridco, the island achieved its lowest
unemployment rate in 20 years.
Woodroffe stressed the myriad opportunities available for Puerto Rico
companies as minorities in the mainland U.S.
“In Puerto Rico we don’t consider
ourselves minorities because, well,
we’re all Puerto Rican,” he said.
“But in the mainland U.S., this can
be a huge advantage due to many
laws requiring government agencies to procure from minority-owned
companies.”
Burgos brings unique insight and a
comprehensive understanding of how
to get results on behalf of his clients.

PRESENTATION BY
NICK LUGO, PRESIDENT OF THE
N.Y.C HISPANIC CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

THE EVOLUTION OF
COMPANIES IN PUERTO RICO

Nick Lugo, the New York City
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
president, stressed the importance
for businesses of seeking out minority certification. This somewhat
bureaucratic process can open many
doors to Puerto Rico businesses in
the mainland U.S. The members of
the panel can be an asset in obtaining
certification.

PRESENTATION BY
BOBBY GARCÍA, FORMER
NEW YORK STATE SENATOR
AND CONGRESSMAN

Bobby García, the former New
York State Senate minority leader
and former congressman, was one
of the first proponents of earmarked
procurement for minorities. During
his time in the New York legislature,
he passed legislation requiring the
state government to make 10% of
their purchases from minority and
women-owned business.

PRESENTATION BY
TONIO BURGOS, TRI-STATE

PRESENTATION BY
JUAN F. WOODROFFE,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
CONSULTANT

Juan F. Woodroffe, a well-known
leader among Hispanics throughout
the mainland U.S., was one of the
founders of the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce in 1979. Woodroffe
served as a member of the governor
of Puerto Rico’s cabinet from 1993
to 1996, heading up the Puerto Rico

GOVERNMENT CONSULTANT

Tonio Burgos has almost four
decades of government, civic involvement and legislative affairs
experience. As a top-rated consulting firm in the tri-state region (New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut)
Tonio Burgos & Associates Inc.,
along with its affiliates, has worked
successfully with clients on a wide
range of projects in both the public
and private sectors.

Economic reforms led to the island’s evolution from a simple agricultural society to a complex, industrialized one, mainly concentrated on
manufacturing.
Under Operation Bootstrap, the island became the recipient of foreign
capital investment and imported
raw materials, and began exporting
finished products to U.S. markets.
Agricultural income declined from
more than 30% in 1940 to less than
1% today.
The global recession and energy
crisis of the 1970s led to the stagnation of the economy and prompted
Congress to add Section 936 to the
federal Internal Revenue Code as
part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
This provided a tax credit to offset
the federal income tax on certain
business and passive investments
derived from operations in Puerto
Rico. In the 1980s, pharmaceutical
firms represented 46% of total manufacturing, chemical manufacturing
represented 37% and electronics
accounted for nearly 20%. Section
936 was repealed in the 1990s and
by 2005 it had been phased out.
The arrival of nonlocal manufacturing firms, garment factories, pharmaceutical companies, computer,
electronic, chemical, plastics, banking, legal and mortgage firms, among
others, by the hundreds to the island
prompted demand by these firms for
goods and services that hadn’t been
previously available on the island.
To obtain these goods and services,

firms from the U.S. mainland established operations on the island with
smaller local firms (if they existed).
The mainland firms, in conjunction
with locals who had knowledge of
the markets and other connections,
started building and supplying the
needs of the larger companies that
had come here.
One only need look at the legal
profession to find examples of this
practice. Most of the major law firms
on the island followed this practice.
Examples include McConnell Valdés, Fiddler González, and O’Neill
Borges, just to name a few.
The past two decades were witness
to a massive construction boom on
the island that included iconic projects like the Puerto Rico Convention
Center, Tren Urbano (Urban Train),
Puerto Rico Coliseum José Miguel
Agrelot, highways, bridges, hotels,
condominiums, office buildings and
other projects. These projects have
given local construction, engineering
and other contracting companies the
expertise to compete in infrastructure projects abroad. Furthermore,
local professionals in law, banking,
engineering, architecture, insurance
and others developed the expertise
from these projects to provide these
services in other jurisdictions.
Unfortunately, the local economy
is now entering its sixth year of recession leaving behind a scarcity of
projects in Puerto Rico.

LOCAL COMPANIES SHOULD LOOK
TO NEW YORK FOR EXPANSION
“Why look to Costa Rica, Panama
or China? The New York City government, New York State and private
companies in New York have billions of dollars in projects and service needs and in product needs,”
Casiano said. “There are plenty of
opportunities for Puerto Rico companies to find markets for their goods
and services outside of Puerto Rico,
particularly in markets where there
is already a population of expatriates
from the island and other Hispanics
with the same skills, but not the experience, capital or bonding ability
for big projects. What these smaller
Hispanic companies in New York
have are the political clout and connections to reach the people that give
out these big contracts.
“The Puerto Rico companies just
have to use the contacts that open
doors in New York.” 䡲
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Systronics brings top-of-the-line solutions to healthcare industry
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

S

ystronics Inc., a local leader
in office products since 1976
and the exclusive distributor of
Canon products in Puerto Rico,
has been developing both its divisions to bring specific solutions to
the healthcare industry.
Recently, Systronics was included
once again among the CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS Top 400 companies,
where it has appeared for more
than 15 years, and received the Top
Dealer Award from Canon USA, its
business partner for 27 years.
“In the Equipment and Software
Division, with Canon being our No.
1 product, we bring solutions geared
to specific industry needs such as
secure printing, color printing and
scanning, and authentication features for confidentiality meeting
HIPPA [Health Insurance Portability
& Accountability Act] compliance
requirements,” said Eulogio Villena,
president of Systronics. “All our
Canon multifunctional systems
integrate with almost all existing

data base programs installed in the
market, and we have our own document-management and electronic
filing systems, which we customize
for each corporate need, be it at a
small workgroup level or a heavy
enterprise edition.”
Villena said Systronic’s systems
engineers install, implement and
configure—and train personnel for
ease of use—a very simple yet robust document management system,
and while the company markets its
products or multifunctional systems,
it also integrates with other existing
workflow management systems.
“Canon is going green very strongly, and as part of our commitment
to protect the environment, all our
products are 100% made of recycled
plastics and bio-based plastics,”
Villena said. “This, in turn, helps reduce pollution and CO2 emissions,
and with our unique features we reduce energy consumption and paper
consumption; we even have special
seminars geared to the end-user to
create awareness and educate on
environmental protection and cost

reduction.”
The company’s office furniture division has long been marketing office furniture lines such as ACTIU,
Bush, Compatico, AllSeating,
Darran, Office Star and EGO for
general office use such as reception
areas, office and conference rooms.
Systronics recently added new lines
such as Patrician, a furniture line
for use in hospitals and medical
environments that includes chairs
manufactured to specification.
Regarding the company’s success, Toty Salinas, vice president
of Systronics, told CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS recently that the essential element has been reaching
partner alliances with the best solutions providers and “creating new
solutions for the ever-growing and
demanding needs of the solutions
environment.”
With 100 employees, Systronics
specializes in the sale, lease and
servicing of office equipment and
document-management software
solutions, as well as office and specialized furniture. 䡲
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The Cervantes Group: Staying positive and keeping the bar high

O

ver the past few years, the
local economic outlook has
caused both businesses and job
seekers to develop a kind of “sky
is falling” mentality without losing hope that things will ever
improve. However, Tim Mullen,
managing partner at the Cervantes
Group, believes the keys to success revolve around a positive
attitude and a focus on working
smart—despite the market’s ups
and downs. “Most companies realize machines are just tools and it is
people who make business work,”
he said. “So, if you can consistently
hire top professionals in their areas,
no matter what the local economic
outlook might be, you win.”
Specializing in information-technology (IT) project-based services,
Cervantes Group has been serving
Puerto Rico since 2004 by helping
companies find the most qualified
management and high-end technology professionals available. With offices in San Juan, Chicago and Boston, the company’s services include
project-based software-development
services and IT-managed service
programs. “Over the past three years,
we have grown in three different cities by more than 240% because we
follow the markets, focus positively

“Because of our high
standards and willingness
to take calculated risks,
we are reinvesting our
money, creating more
jobs in Puerto Rico and
giving back to the local
community.”
—Tim Mullen, managing partner at
Cervantes Group

on what is working and consistently
aim high,” Mullen said. “Rather than
wait for business to fall in our laps,
we go forward 110% and know that
it starts with taking ownership of
our responsibilities, holding each
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Promoexport reaching out to small and
midsize businesses
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other accountable, and always asking ourselves, ‘Que vamos hacer
hoy?’[What are we going to do
today?]”
For the firm to achieve its high-performance goals, he noted it was just a
matter of returning to basics in terms
of how customers should be treated.
“You can never take any client for
granted,” he said. “If you are doing
$1 million worth of business with
a client today, that doesn’t mean it
will be the same later on.” He also
believes it starts with setting high
standards and promoting a positive
attitude within his own organization.
“Just because the unemployment rate
is high doesn’t mean you can treat
people like indentured servants and
make them a really low offer,” he
said. “We make a concerted effort to
hire great people, treat them like gold
and never take them for granted.”
Cervantes Group was recently recognized by the Puerto Rico Chamber
of Commerce (PRCC) with the 2011
Zenit Award and “Premio Teodoro
Moscoso,” which was presented at
the PRCC convention by Gov. Luis
Fortuño. The firm has also been
recognized as among the FastestGrowing Companies in 2011 (at
No. 1465) in Inc. magazine’s top
500/5000.
“Because of our high standards
and willingness to take calculated

risks, we are not only reinvesting
the money we are making in hiring
more people and creating more jobs
in Puerto Rico, but we are also giving back to the local community in
other ways as well,” Mullen said.
This includes donating generously
to juvenile-diabetes research efforts,
sponsoring golf outings to help disadvantaged children and becoming
involved in other charitable community activities. “We recognize that
we have a social responsibility to the
communities we serve, and we take
that seriously,” he added.
Mullen said that while his firm
has worked with local pharmaceutical operations in the areas of project
management and software development, this coming year will involve
a keener focus on this sector.
“One of our biggest goals for 2012
is to meet with top management from
every pharmaceutical on the island,”
he said. “This sector beginning to
grow and invest back into the local
economy, just like other businesses,
needs project-management leaders
and other highly qualified technical
teams experienced in business-process engineering and custom-application development.”
He added that because labor excellence in Puerto Rico is still very
strong, pharmaceuticals continue to
be attracted to the island. 䡲

Agency betting on new advertising campaign
to promote its services, help increase exports
BY ALEXANDER LÓPEZ AND
JAIME SANTIAGO

alopez@caribbeanbusinesspr.com
jaimes@carinbbeanbusinesspr.com

O

bservers of the local economy have noted that one of
the activities considered crucial to Puerto Rico’s recovery from
its five-year economic slump is the
exportation of local products and
services, and the Economic Development & Commerce Department
(DDEC by its Spanish acronym) is
betting on that.
“Our administration recognized
that strengthening exports is an
economic growth strategy that positively impacts all segments of our
economy,” DDEC Secretary José
Pérez-Riera told CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS. “Along with the promotion of foreign investments, it is
the principal source of productive
capital that we need to create new
jobs in our economy.”
For the first time, the DDEC has
implemented a new advertising
campaign to educate entrepreneurs
on the menu of services it has to
offer and the new incentives available to stimulate new local export
activity among small and midsize
businesses.
Some of the new incentives are:
• Access to incentives for international markets: The DDEC will
reimburse 100% of any expenditures incurred while using any of
the services offered by the U.S.
Commercial Service, a division of
the U.S. Commerce Department
(CB, April 28, Sept. 8).
• PYMExporta: Gives preferential access to credit lines of up
to $750,000 to established companies in Puerto Rico to finance
their operations.

Promoexport participates in numerous local events to encourage local companies
to look past Puerto Rico’s shores for new clients.

• Special maritime transportation
incentive for exported goods:
Reimburses part of the maritime
transportation costs to Jacksonville, Fla.; Manzanillo, Panama;
and Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic with participating maritime shipping companies.
“In the last few years, we have
identified the obstacles that have
traditionally hindered local exports
and have come up with these incentives that should help fuel this

important segment of our economy,” Pérez-Riera said. “With them,
Puerto Rico aligns itself with the
Federal National Export Initiative
that looks to double national exports
by 2014.”
Along with the new incentives,
Promoexport, a division of the
DDEC through its Puerto Rico
Export (PRE) program, offers the
aspiring exporter a vast array of programs and services.
PRE consists of four stages of

training that helps businesses begin and then develop their export
activity.
The first stage is a diagnosis of
the export capacity of a business.
So far, 166 companies have undergone the diagnostic phase, and an
additional 538 have received international commerce consulting. The
second stage involves the development and execution of an export
plan. The third—most important
Continued on page 22
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and often least addressed—phase
is the follow-up on the implementation of the plan. Finally, Promoexport provides companies with continued consulting by international
commerce experts.
Promoexport has organized 11 international trade missions in the past
year. The Capac Expo Habitat 2010
held in Panama last year was attended by more than 35,000 people and
included the participation of five
local construction companies and
various other exhibitors. The event
generated 37 business appointments, leading to projected sales of
$1.4 million for local concerns.
One of those companies, Caribbean Project Management, has opened
offices in Panama and Chile. The
19-year-old construction consulting
firm’s 144 professionals assist clients
in the planning, design, construction
and maintenance of projects. The
support of the DDEC’s Commerce
& Export Co. (CCE by its Spanish
initials) has yielded the creation of
18 direct and indirect jobs.
Subsequently, Promoexport coordinated the attendance of 13 local
companies to the Expocomer 2011
in Panama, resulting in projected
sales of $3.96 million in one year. In
its eight missions to date this year,
Promoexport has been instrumental
in $11.7 million in export sales.
Promoexport participates in numerous local events to encourage
local companies to look past Puerto
Rico’s shores for new clients. These
include the Chamber of Commerce
convention, First E3 Summit, MIDA
(Chamber of Food Marketing, Industry & Distribution) convention,
Florida Caribbean Cruise Association Fair and Economic Development Summit.
Promoexport has conducted economic and market analyses of the
countries and regions it has targeted.
More than 20 studies have been conducted, including market studies of
Peru, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Spain, Brazil, Bolivia, the
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Switzerland and Germany. In addition,
targeted market segment analyses
have been conducted on local export potential with respect to Brazil,
Costa Rica and Chile.
As of May 2010, Expo Partners,
another Promoexport program,

“We have to look beyond the island’s shores
and see the world as our marketplace.”
—Puerto Rico Economic Development & Commerce Secretary
José Pérez-Riera

began as an additional service provided by the CCE. Expo Partners
provides participating companies
access to experienced professionals to help them export their goods
and services. To participate in the
program, companies must be established in Puerto Rico, have a desire
to professionalize their export process, and have an exportable product
or service and the capacity to enter
into international markets. Participating companies receive a variety
of benefits, including the preparation of an export plan and assistance
in its implementation, information
about opportunities for the export
of their product or service to foreign
markets, mentoring and international commerce training provided by
the CCE.
Companies receiving these

services include Air Green Corp.,
Dreyfous & Associates, Infomedika
Inc., Pharma-Bio Serv P.R. Inc., Caribbean Office Chairs Manufacturers Inc., Square Knot Corp., California Closets, Glasstra Manufacturing
Inc., Quesos del País La Esperanza
and Von Kupferschen Industries
Corp.

EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES
IN AGRICULTURE

Although agriculture represents
less than 1% of Puerto Rico’s gross
domestic product, with $533 million
of production, it has been one of the
fastest-growing export segments
and has added hundreds of local
jobs. Martex Farms, a family company founded in 1989, produces,
processes, packs and exports tropical fruits such as mangoes, bananas,

avocados and lemons.
Martex Farms began exporting in
the 1990s and currently exports 70%
of its production. It produces 18 million pounds of mangoes a year, of
which 93% are exported to the U.S.
mainland, Canada, England, France,
Belgium, Spain, Holland and Japan
under the brands Pango Mango and
Tropi Mango.
The success of Martex Farms is
largely due to the high quality of its
products, knowledge of the market
and careful monitoring of its products from start to finish. This has
resulted in the creation of 231 direct and indirect jobs for the local
economy.
“They aren’t doing old-style agriculture that is dependent on massive
amounts of incentives, they are doing the type of activities in agriculture that put you in the position of
being on the cutting edge of the next
wave,” Pérez-Riera said.
Another agricultural export success story is Sucesión Serallés Second Inc. (SSS), founded in 1996 and
whose products include a variety of
fruits, ornamental plants and trees.
Its mango crop is a registered trademark under the name Mango Fino
and is certified by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Its products
are exported to Europe, Canada,
the U.S. Virgin Islands and the U.S.
mainland.
SSS has also benefited from CCE
efforts, including food fairs in Spain
in 2006 and 2008. Its exports have
resulted in the creation of 52 jobs
thus far.
Metzgermeister & Research Corp.
in Ciales is a private meat processor. It was established in 2003 and
current estimates show the company
has annual revenue of $11 million
and employs a staff of about 160.
“Companies like Metzgermeister are using the resources of the
government, such as the incentives
it provides, but are also being aggressive in terms of being able to
do what they do and start looking
to outside markets and exporting,”
Pérez-Riera said. “They are talking to the federal government and
understand they can’t just produce
things for local consumption.
“We approved three loans for three
expansions in three consecutive
years of this administration, and they
are looking to new markets.” 
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Allergan’s Botox provides benefits that are more than skin deep
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

A

llergan, the global, specialty pharmaceutical company, has brought millions the
option of battling wrinkles through Botox, its
antiwrinkle cosmetic drug. The same product,
which has smoothed more than one face, is also
an option for offering better quality of life for
people with neuromuscular conditions.
“As a specialized pharmaceutical company, our
mission is to search for products that can help people achieve a healthier, better quality of life,” said
José Viera, Allergan’s general manager for Puerto
Rico & the Caribbean region.
Botox has been approved by the U.S. Food &
Drug Administration (FDA) for treating conditions

such as migraines, the chronic neurological-disorder-characterized severe headaches; cervical dystonia, which is also known as spasmodic torticollis
and is characterized by involuntary movements
of the neck; and hyperhidrosis, a medical condition characterized by excessive and unpredictable
perspiration. Botox has been effective as part of
the treatment of these conditions because of the
drug’s ability to relax muscles.
With headquarters in Markham, Ontario, Allergan is a $4.8 billion, global, multispecialty healthcare company with leading portfolios in eyecare,
neuroscience, medical dermatology, medical aesthetics, obesity intervention and urologics. Allergan employs some 10,000 people in more than
100 countries, and has an evolving portfolio of

pharmaceuticals, biologics, medical devices and
over-the-counter consumer products.
“Beyond its cosmetic benefits, the use of Botox
to treat these other conditions is representative of
Allergan’s commitment to offering people products that have a beneficial impact on their lives,
from the surface inward,” Viera said.
Among Allergan’s other products are Restasis
ophthalmic emulsion; Lumigan ophthalmic solution; Optive lubricant eye drops and the Refresh
brand of artificial tears; the Lap-Band adjustable
gastric banding system, the first adjustable medical device for weight loss and the first minimally
invasive surgical approach approved in the U.S. by
the FDA; and Tazorac, the first topical receptorselective retinoid approved for psoriasis. 

